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By Wendy Tait

Search Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Flowers in Watercolour, Wendy
Tait, The Art Handbooks provide the best in art tuition in a small, handy format, covering all the
major aspects of painting and drawing in various media. There is excellent advice on what
materials are needed and on basic techniques, followed by step-by-step demonstrations with clear
photographs of each stage and easy to follow instructions. Wendy Tait's excellent introduction to
painting flowers in watercolour provides and inspirational and practical guide to producing
beautiful flower paintings in this medium. There is clear information on what materials you need
and on choosing colours, composition and painting terms such as counterchange, lost and found
edges and aerial perspective. Skills are then built up through seven beautiful step by step
demonstrations including primroses, pansies and heather, anemones, cyclamen, roses and a mixed
bunch of flowers. Beginners can use the book as a course in watercolour flower painting, while
more experienced artists will be inspired by the beautiful paintings and expert advice. The Art
Handbooks were originally published in a larger format as the best-selling Step by Step Leisure Arts
series.
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It usually does not charge excessive. I realized this ebook from my dad and i suggested this publication to
learn.
-- Alec V eum-- Alec V eum

This ebook will not be e ortless to get going on studying but very enjoyable to learn. Of course, it can be play, still an amazing and interesting literature.
Your daily life period will probably be enhance once you complete looking at this book.
-- Mr . O sbor ne Hom enick-- Mr . O sbor ne Hom enick
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